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ABSTRACT
Content Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) has been increasingly used to describe the process of retrieving desired videos from a large collection on the basis of features that are extracted from the videos. The extracted features are used to index, classify and retrieve desired and relevant videos while filtering out undesired ones. Videos can be represented by their audio, texts, faces and objects in their frames. An individual video possesses unique motion features, color histograms, motion histograms, text features, audio features, features extracted from faces and objects existing in its frames. Videos containing useful information and occupying significant space in the databases are under-utilized unless CBVR systems capable of retrieving desired videos by sharply selecting relevant while filtering out undesired videos exist. Results have shown performance improvement (higher precision and recall values) when features suitable to particular types of videos are utilized wisely. Various combinations of these features can also be used to achieve desired performance. In this paper a complex and wide area of CBVR and CBVR systems has been presented in a comprehensive and simple way. Processes at different stages in CBVR systems are described in a systematic way. Types of features, their combinations and their utilization methods, techniques and algorithms are also shown. Various querying methods, some of the features like GLCM, Gabor Magnitude, algorithm to obtain similarity like Kullback-Leibler distance method and Relevance Feedback Method are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s electronic world huge amount of useful digital information like images, audio and video data apart from textual data exists online and is available to public, government authorities, professionals and researchers very easily and accessible at reasonably cheaper cost due to rapid growth in availability of user friendly and cheaper multimedia acquisition devices at a very large scale like high resolution camera in mobile phones, handy cams and other advanced digital devices, availability of high capacity storage devices like memory cards, hard disks, etc., large scale usage of internet by rapidly growing number of applications used by digital devices to upload huge amount of multimedia information, advanced web technology and internet infrastructure [6], [7]. Video data possesses a lot of information for those using multimedia systems and applications like digital libraries, publications, education, broadcasting and entertainment. Such applications are useful only when video retrieval systems are efficient enough to retrieve videos and other important information from large databases as quick as possible [2]. However, it is extremely challenging for the existing web search engines to search for video over the web so novel methodologies are required that are capable of manipulating the video information according to the content [13]. For multimedia mining, combinations of multimedia data are stored and arranged using techniques like classification and annotation of videos [6], [15], [16]. Most of the web based video retrieval systems work by indexing and searching videos based on texts associated with them but this technique does not perform well because the texts do not contain enough information of the videos [2]. Since video retrieval is not effective using conventional query-by-text retrieval technique, Content Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) is considered as one of the best practical solutions for better retrieval quality [6]. Due to exploitation of rich video content, there is a tremendous scope in area of video retrieval to enhance the performance of conventional search engines [7]. This is leading the area of CBVR into a direction promising to create more effective video search engines in future [12].

In section 2 Processes and components of CBVR systems are elaborated; section 3 shows the methodology to obtain results in CBVR systems. Different types of CBVR systems are given in section 4, problems and challenges posed to information retrieval and CBVR systems are discussed in section 5 and the conclusion is presented in section 6.

2. CONTENT BASED VIDEO RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS PROCESSES AND COMPONENTS

2.1 Formation of a Video
A shot is a set of frames captured by a camera continuously and a clip is the occurrence of such consecutive shots. Consecutive shots showing different students walking in different colleges of a university campus forms a clip of a campus [2].

2.2 Segmentation of Video
The first step in most of existing content based video analysis techniques is to perform segmentation of video into elementary shots. These shots contain a sequence of frames recorded one after another to form a video event or scene continuously varying in time as well as space. These are organized and edited with cut transitions or gradual variation of visual effects forming a video scene or sequence during video sorting [7]. Therefore, process of video segmentation is nothing but converting a video into various smaller video clips representing different scenes where each scene is decomposed again into different shots containing large number of frames in each shot. Features are extracted from these components of video and are then exploited to store, classify, index and retrieve videos from huge databases.
2.3 Classification of Videos
Classification of videos helps to increase efficiency of video retrieval and is one of the most important tasks [1]. During process of Video classification [24], [25] information is obtained from features extracted out of the video components, videos are then, placed in categories defined earlier. Information including visual and motion features of various components of video like objects, shots and scenes is obtained [1]. Most of the classification techniques are either semantic content classification or non-semantic content classification. The most suitable one is employed as per the type of a video and application and thus, video can be classified to the most suitable and closest among all pre-defined categories. Semantic video classification can be performed at three levels of a video. Video genres, video events and objects in the video [26]. Video genres based classification is to classify videos into one of the pre-defined categories of videos. These categories of videos are kinds of videos commonly exist like videos of sports, news, cartoons, movies, wildlife, documentary movies, etc. Video genres based classification has better and broader detection capability while objects and events have narrow detection range [26]. Event based video classification is based on event detection in a video data and to classify it into one of the pre-defined categories. An event is said to be occurred if it has significant and visible video content. A video can have many events and each event has sub-events. One of the most important steps in content based video classification is to classify events of a video [17]. Shots are most elementary component of a video [7]. Classification of shots determines classification of videos. Shots are classified using features of objects in shots [19]. Different kinds of video features, motion, color, texture and edge for every shot are extracted for video retrieval [7]. Image retrieval methods and techniques can be used for key frame based video retrieval systems [1]. Low level visual features of key-frames are exploited for this purpose [9]. In key-frame based retrieval, as a video is abstracted and represented by features of its key-frames, indexing methods of image database can be applied to shot indexing. Each shot and all its key-frames are linked to each other. For a video retrieval, a shot is searched by identifying its key-frame [3], [4]. Computational cost involved while using all frames of a shot to retrieve a video is much higher than that when only key frames are used to represent a shot. Visual features of these key frames are compared with those of the videos in the database for retrieval [2]. Key-frames are also employed in face [11] and object based video retrieval. A large number of CBVR systems among the existing ones are working with key-frames. Key-frames can deliver a lot of useful information for retrieval purpose and if required, static features of key-frames [20] can also be used to measure video similarity along with motion features [22] and object features [21]. Object based video classification is based on object detection in video data [18]. Faces and texts are also used as a method to classify videos. Four types of TV programs are classified by method proposed by Dimitrova et al. [23]. Faces and Texts are detected and then tracked to each frame of video segment. Frames are labeled for a specific type according to respective faces and texts. An HMM [14] (hidden markov model) is trained to classify each type of frame using their labels. The appearance of textual information while streaming of video frames enables making an automated video retrieval system [10] based on texts appearing in consecutive frames. Video classification using objects such as faces and texts work only in specific environment and this classification for video indexing has the limitation that they are not generic. Object based video classification usually shows poor performance [1].

2.4 Query of a Video
Queries using objects, sketches or example images do not utilize semantic information [1].

Query by Object: The object image is provided. The occurrences of objects in video database are detected and locations of the object determine success of the query [18].

Query by Text: As it is popular for content based image retrieval, example images can be used as query to retrieve relevant videos in a database of videos (query by example) but it has a limitation that motion information of the video being searched is not utilized. It relies only on the appearance information. Also, finding video clip for the interested concept may become too complex using example image. Textual query offers more natural interface and claims to be better approach for querying in video databases [10].

Query by Example: Query by example is better if visual features of the query are used for content based video retrieval [2]. Low level features are obtained from key frames [9] of the query video and then they are compared to separate out the similar videos using their key frames visual features [1].

Query by shot: Some systems utilize the entire video shot as the query instead of key frames [5]. This can be a better option but with a higher computational cost.

Query by clip: A clip can be used for better performance of video retrieval as compared to the technique when a shot is used because a shot do not represents sufficient information about the whole context. All the clips which possess a significant similarity or relevancy with the query clip are retrieved [2].

Query by Faces and Texts: Faces and Texts can also be used as a query to retrieve a video segment containing frames labeled for a specific type according to faces and texts [23]. A suitable algorithm can be used to search the video enquired by the query clip using information obtained from faces and texts in frames of the query clip.

2.5 Features and Features Extraction
For effective video indexing, classification and retrieval visual features embedded in video data is exploited. Three primary features to be extracted are color, texture and motion for effective video indexing. These features are represented by color histogram, Gabor texture features and motion histogram respectively [5]. The most useful information in the videos includes features of the objects, key frames and the motion features [1]. Key Frame Features: Key frames in videos contain color, texture and shape based static features. Texture, color and shape are most significant visual properties and are elementary concerns in low level image and computer vision problems. Various color features are color moments, color histograms [75], color correlograms [76] and the color features obtained from some Gaussian models [1]. Different color features are extracted for different types of color spaces such as RGB, HSV, YCbCr and normalized r,g, YUV, and HVC. They play one of the most important roles for video indexing and retrieval. These features are extracted directly from an image or sometimes from sub blocks [77] of the partitioned image. Texture alone is a complicated research problem. It represents an area by roughness, directionality, repeatability and variability features over a certain spatial extent while color is a point
property in an image [7]. Texture features are extracted by finding energy distribution in frequency domain by different techniques [39], [40], [41]. Gabor wavelet features are obtained using one such technique to retrieve and classify images and videos [42]. Texture based features are features representing unique occurrence pattern of objects, homogeneity and organization of different objects of various shapes and their own features, independent of intensity and color, with varying background and their correlations with neighboring visual characteristics. Different texture features are orientation features, wavelet transformation based texture features, Tamura features, co-occurrence matrices, simultaneous autoregressive models, etc. [1]. Tamura features are six texture based features corresponding to human visual perception: coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity, and roughness. The first three features are significant for human perception and are responsible to distinguish different textures [80]. A co-occurrence matrix is a matrix or distribution of co-occurring values for an image [81]. It represents texture in images. The matrix elements are the counts of the number of times a given feature occurs in a particular spatial relation to another given feature [82]. A co-occurrence matrix can use any of the features from the image. GLCM is the co-occurrence matrix when grey level is chosen as a feature. The GLCM is a tabulation of how often different combinations of pixel grey levels occur in an image. An example to find GLCM of a matrix of fig. 1 having grey values 0,1,2,3 are shown here

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 & 2 & 2 \\
2 & 2 & 3 & 3 \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig 1: Matrix

and its GLCM is shown in fig. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference pixel values</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 2: GLCM of the matrix of fig. 1

Texture features can be utilized effectively for video retrieval purpose [1]. Hauptmann et al. [38] use Gabor wavelet filters to obtain texture features for video search engine. They design 12 oriented energy filters. A texture feature vector is formed with the mean and variance of the filtered outputs. The image is divided into small blocks and Gabor filter is used to obtain features from these blocks [47]. Hauptmann et al. [46] divide the image into blocks each of size 5 x 5 and compute texture features from each block using Gabor-wavelet filters. Gabor texture features have shown better performance than other texture features [43]. Object shapes and their features are obtained from edges and regional features of various objects using histogram [1]. An Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) is designed [78], [79] by dividing an image into 4x4 blocks (16 sub-images). The spatial distribution of edges is obtained and then, categorized into five different orientations of 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees and a ‘non-directional’ edge in each block. The EHD is the number of pixels forming an edge of a particular category. The output EHD is a 5 bin histogram for each block, getting a total of 80 (5x16) histogram bins. **Motion Features:** The characteristic of dynamic videos that distinguishes them from still images is the motion of objects and motion of background against each other. The foreground motion is caused by moving objects whereas the background motion is caused by camera motion. Visual content with temporal variation is represented by motion features. Tracking of moving object (motion detection) is important in video retrieval systems. It involves separating and finding which pixels belong to moving objects and the pixels belonging to static background over a period of time [83]. The difference between a video and an image is the motion as motion features carry semantic concepts as compared to object and key frame features in an image [1]. Video motion is of two types, background motion and foreground motion caused by camera motion and object’s motion respectively. Accordingly, two types of motion features are available. Camera based motion features include features caused by zooming in or out, panning left or right and tilting up or down by camera. Object based motion features are more important as they are able to describe motions of key objects. Motion features are used to classify shots and are employed for shot boundary detection using cuts, gradual and no change frames [84], [85], [86]. Motion features are also employed to obtain key frames by dividing a shot into segments with equal cumulative motion activity using MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor. Key frame is the frame located in the middle of each segment [87]. A triangle model of motion energy for motion patterns in videos was proposed [88] where frames at the turning points of the motion acceleration and motion deceleration are selected as key frames. Motion is the essential visual feature carrying temporal variation of video. The correlation between frame sequences within a video shot is among the motion features. Motion information of a video is obtained by two dimensional motion histogram of the motion vectors and the color histogram [2]. The displacement in horizontal and vertical directions are quantized into 121 bins each (60 bins for positive, 60 for negative and one for zero). Totally, there are 121 x 121 bins for this 2-D motion histogram. Motion vectors are obtained between consecutive frames of MPEG-I video stream. In MPEG video, each frame is partitioned into blocks each of size 16 x 16 pixels called macro blocks (MB). Motion vector is defined as the displacement of the target MB (current frame) from the prediction MB (reference frame). In MPEG format there are I, P and B frames. I frames are not used for motion information. P frames contain forward motion prediction and B frames contain both forward and backward motion prediction. Motion histogram is formed using motion vectors present in P frames. Their average value is obtained for elimination of noise effects by normalizing them using number of frames in a shot [2]. **Object Features:** Objects are represented using features of texture, color and trajectory of the objects [19]. Object features used for object based video retrieval are the color, size, texture features of the regions inside the objects [1]. They can be used to retrieve videos likely to contain similar objects [34]. Faces are also used to retrieve videos as objects in many video retrieval systems. For example, Sivic et al. [35] construct retrieval system of a person that is able to retrieve shots containing that person, given a query face in a shot. Shots are ranked as per the similarity measure. Le et al. [36] propose a method to retrieve faces in broadcast news videos by integrating temporal information into facial intensity information. Texts can also be used as objects and contribute along with faces for video retrieval. Li and
Doermann [37] implement text-based video indexing and retrieval by expanding the semantics of a query and using the Glimpse matching method to perform approximate matching instead of exact matching. Limitation of object based features is that lots of time is consumed for searching and identifying the objects in the videos [1]. Broadly varying types of features are employed by large number of methods to represent [7], classify, enquire and retrieve videos. Among them, most popularly used features [7] are text analysis [30], shape information [28], color histogram [27] and motion activity [29]. A combination of different types of features i.e., object features [21], static features of key frames [32], and motion features [22] can be used to find similar video when demanded by user [1]. Edge histogram and texture features are one of the most reliable data for effective video retrieval application. Textural properties of texts are distinct and distinguish them from its background in the image. This can be exploited by texture based methods to retrieve texts from images. Texture features of the region in an image containing texts can be obtained by techniques using Fourier Transform, spatial variance, Wavelet transform and Gabor filters [10]. Extraction of Gabor Features: Gabor filters are a group of wavelets, with each wavelet capturing energy at a specific frequency and a specific direction. Expanding a signal using this basis provides a localized frequency description, therefore capturing local features/energy of the signal. Texture features can then be extracted from this group of energy distributions. The scale (frequency) and orientation tunable property of Gabor filter makes it especially useful for texture analysis. The filters of a Gabor filter bank are designed to detect different frequencies and orientations. They can be used to extract features on key points detected by interest operators [72]. From each filtered image, Gabor features can be calculated and used to retrieve images. The algorithm for extracting the Gabor feature vector is shown in fig. 3 and the related equations (1 - 4) are also shown below [73], [89]. For a given image I(x,y), the discrete Gabor wavelet transform is given by a convolution:

\[ W_{mn} = \sum_{x_1} \sum_{y_1} I(x_1, y_1) g_{mn} * (x - x_1, y - y_1) \]  

where \(*\) indicates complex conjugate and \(m, n\) specify the scale and orientations of wavelet respectively. After applying Gabor filters on the image with different orientation at different scale, an array of magnitudes is obtained:

\[ E(m,n) = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} |W_{mn}(x,y)| \]  

These magnitudes represent the energy content at different scale and orientation of the image. The main purpose of texture-based retrieval is to find images or regions with similar texture.

The standard deviation \(\sigma\) of the magnitude of the transformed coefficients is:

\[ \sigma_{mn} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{x} \sum_{y} (|W_{mn}(x,y)| - \mu_{mn})^2}{P \times Q}} \]  

Where \(\mu\) is the mean of magnitude and given as \(\mu_{mn} = \frac{E(m,n)}{P \times Q}\).

A feature vector \(f\) (texture representation) is created using mn as the feature components [74], [68]. M scales and N orientations are used and the feature vector is given in equation (4)

\[ f = [\sigma_{00}, \sigma_{01}, \sigma_{02} \ldots \sigma_{(M-1)(N-1)}] \]  

\[ f_{\text{Gabor}} = \frac{f - \mu}{\sigma} \]  

where \(\mu\) is the mean and \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation of \(f\).

**Fig 3: Gabor Filter Algorithm**

### 2.6 Similarity Measure

Queries are classified by categories sorted out according to type of features used or type of example data. The query is found out by calculating similarity between feature vector [44], [45] stored in the database and the query features. The similarity is obtained with the enquired still image, still images from example video clip, objects, texts or a particular face from still images or video clip, motion features from example video [11]. Image similarity matching for example based image retrieval has been studied for many years. The image search engine finds an image from a database with the help of similarity between feature vectors through a distance between them. Usually Euclidean distance is measured to find similarity. Similar images are ranked as per the distance between the query image and images from database. kullback-leibler distance method is also employed for the similarity measure between query features and the features from the feature library [7]. Types of features determine the performance of video retrieval system. Once features are generated performance can be enhanced with better results from similarity measure by knowing more accurately about deciding how much close or far is the retrieved result. Euclidean distance and Minkowski type distances are extensively used [7]. Video retrieval result depends greatly on video similarity measures. The videos are retrieved by measuring similarity between the query video and videos from the database. The similarity can be obtained by matching their features, texts, objects, faces, etc. and their combinations. Measuring similarity by matching features is most convenient and direct method [1]. It is measured by the average distance between features of corresponding frames [48]. In query by example similarity measure to find relevant videos usually low level feature matching is used. Video similarity can be measured at different levels of resolution or granularity [49]. A video clip is retrieved by finding key frames occurring sequentially in the video database which are similar to that of the query video [2]. A query frame can also be given to a system to retrieve similar videos from the database. The distance metric is termed as similarity measure.
whereas in conventional retrieval system, the Euclidean distance between the query and database is calculated to rank the retrieved videos. The video from the database corresponding to the frame similar to the query frame is higher in rank if the Euclidean distance is smaller [4], [10].

The equation for Euclidean distance between the query image \( Q \) and an image \( P \) is shown in equation(5):

\[
ED = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{(V_{pi} - V_{qi}).(V_{pi} - V_{qi})} \quad (5)
\]

Where, \( V_{pi} \) and \( V_{qi} \) are the feature vectors of Query image \( Q \) and image \( P \) respectively of size ‘\( n \)’. Apart from Euclidean Distance, there are many other methods to measure feature distance between two images like Manhattan Distance, the Mahalanobis Distance, Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) and the chord distance [33]. Kullback and Leibler determined similarity measure based on two probability distributions associated with the same experiment [31] i.e., same event space. Kullback-Leibler divergence measure is used to find the difference between two distinct probability distributions [7]. The equation for KL divergence of the probability distributions \( F, G \) on a finite set \( P \) is given in equation (6).

\[
D_{KL}(F||G) = \sum_{p \in P} F(p) \log \frac{F(p)}{G(p)} \quad (6)
\]

Below are the steps for Similarity Measure: Let us consider -
F as Query clip feature vector, G as Feature library 1st feature vector, i as Element of vector, M as Normalized factor of G

\[
V = \frac{F}{\text{Normalization}(F)} \quad (7)
\]

Then find ((G>0) & (V> 0)) and store that in \( V_{A} \).

Then similarity measure is carried out using equation (8)

\[
D_{KL} = \sum V(V_{A}) \log \frac{M + V(V_{A})}{V_{A}} \quad (8)
\]

Neural Network can also be used to find similar shots. It is used to cluster shots and hence classify videos to the best matching cluster based on features obtained from its shots. The features of color, texture and trajectory of objects in a shot are used to map the shot to the best matching cluster [19] in object-based query. Similarity between the query image \( I_{q} \) and an image \( I \) in the video database is obtained by probability of generating the image \( I \) given the observation of the query image \( I_{q} \) [1].

3. RESULT EVALUATION

The performance of video retrieval is evaluated with the same parameters as it is evaluated in image retrieval [47]. Recall and precision are the two parameters [2] as given in equations (9) and (10).

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{DC}{DB} \quad (9)
\]
\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{DC}{DT} \quad (10)
\]

\( DC = \text{number of similar clips detected correctly} \)

\( DB = \text{number of similar clips in the database} \)

\( DT = \text{total number of detected clips} \)

4. CONTENT BASED VIDEO RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

Content based video retrieval techniques are widely distributed among two types. One of them is comparison of frames and their corresponding features within two clips. A set of frames is obtained which are sequentially matching which helps in the retrieval of videos. This method is simple but the computational cost depends upon the features size and is very high [3], [67], [68], [69], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]. In addition with that, these techniques have a drawback of synchronization between frames as different clips may have used different rate to encode them. To overcome the drawback of the above techniques a key frame is used to represent an entire shot. Shot matching is done and hence video retrieval is achieved by comparing their features. Drawback of techniques employing key frames matching is that temporal information and the related information between the key frames in a shot is lost. Finding a suitable key frame is difficult to select [57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66]. To strike a balance between the efficiency and computational cost, more visual features are used from the frames to represent a shot [2]. It is learnt from the evaluation of video information retrieval that good image retrieval leads to good performance of video retrieval system when query is an image or an image from the query video [11]. A large number of approaches have been experimented for indexing, classification and retrieval of videos from huge video databases. The video content is represented by spatial and temporal characteristics of videos. In spatial domain, features are obtained from frames to form feature vectors from different parts of the frames. In temporal domain, video is segmented into its elements like frames, shots, scenes and video clips and features like histograms, moments, textures and motion vectors represent the information content of these video segments [10]. A typical methodology is used in system proposed where a video is retrieved based on a query clip [7]. Here, database is processed offline. They used 2-D correlation coefficient technique along with discrete cosine transform, mean and standard deviation over video sequences for segmentation of videos from database into elementary shots. Each video shot is represented by four types of features. Color, texture, edge and motion feature which is the feature representing temporal information of videos. These features from the query clip are compared with features in the database. Kullback-Leibler method is used to measure similarity. Video sequences are ranked according to the distance measures and similar videos are retrieved. As mentioned above, clip based retrieval yields better results than that when only key frames representing a shot is used. So, it is better to use entire video shot instead of key frames as the query [5]. Broadcast news video database has vast information. The presence of textual captions with audio and video information makes this system an effective textual based automated retrieval system which provides vital information access through retrieving news videos [10]. Face detection is assessed for image and video analysis. It was experimented in a commercial system [70]. It was found that accuracy of face recognition in video collection of the type mentioned in the system [11] was too poor to prove to be useful. Overall a large number of queries do not yield satisfactory results as mentioned [11] about one third of the queries were unanswerable by any of the automatic systems participating in the video retrieval track[71]. No system or method was able to provide relevant results. An integrated video retrieval system is proposed [2] where a video shot is represented not by key frame only but by all frames to extract.
more visual features of a shot. Color and motion features are integrated to fully exploit the spatio-temporal information contained in a video.

A process flow of a typical CBVR system is shown in fig. 4. A video component i.e., frames, shots or scenes, etc. are extracted from videos and then classified to pre-defined categories. Classification to these categories is done manually. Features are then extracted for each component and stored in features database. Features of the same component from the query video are also extracted and then compared with features stored in the database. The output video is obtained by finding the similarity measure between features of query video and the features stored in the database.

![Fig 4: CBVR system](image)

To improve the retrieval performance, relevance feedback technique can be used to resemble human visual judgment and similarity perception up to a certain extent. Systems using relevance feedback are effective in ranking and retrieving similar videos. It removes the difference between low level features and semantic concept of the videos [1]. It relies on feedback obtained by user or can be automatic and accordingly the videos are ranked. The ranking and the feedback is used to improve further searches. A relevance feedback system retrieves initial results by using conventional techniques like query by example image, etc. then, the user will provide feedback to the system regarding relevancy of the retrieved result with the query. The feedback will help to improve the retrieval quality. It is a compromise between a fully automated, unsupervised system and system based on user’s feedback because a machine learning algorithm can be used to learn the user’s feedback [8]. As it is not easy to fill the gap between low level features and high level concepts for every type of query, video retrieval based on this mapping is difficult. Also, more human involvement yield different results under different circumstances. To tackle these issues a relevance feedback which adjusts its weight according to user’s feedback iteratively to fill the gap so that high level concepts can be represented by low level features. Relevance feedback is used in the system [2]. The result is obtained by updating the values of $M_u$ and updating of $M_v$ is done by method shown below.

$$
\begin{align*}
M_u &= \begin{cases} 
M_u + \text{Score}_v & \text{if } S^y \in S \\
M_u + 0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
v &= 1, 2, ..., L
\end{align*}
$$

$u = x, y$

Weights $M_u$ and $M_v$ are updated using user's feedback. Let S be the set containing the most similar L retrieved video clips, overall similarity value $H$, and value of $M_u$ and $M_v$ is 0.5

$$
S = [S_1, S_2, ..., S_L]
$$

Score = $[\text{Score}_1, \text{Score}_2, ..., \text{Score}_L]$ be the set containing scores by relevance feedback by the user for each retrieved clips in set S. The scores may have any of the values from -3, -1, 0, +1, +3. Where these values correspond to the feedback as

+3 → highly relevant
+1 → relevant
0 → no opinion
-1 → non-relevant
-3 → highly non-relevant

$M_v$ and $M_v$ are the sets containing the most similar L clips to the query, according to only the color similarity measure and only the motion similarity measure, respectively.

$S^c = [S^c_1, S^c_2, ..., S^c_L]$

Weights of $M_v$ are updated using the value of score provided by the user as a feedback. Weights of $M_v$ are more for the more relevant retrieved clips. The weights are then normalized by the total weights to make sum of the normalized weight equal to 1 and if the weight of $M_v$ is < 0, then it is set to 0. The system can be iterated to improve the result for a satisfaction level. As a result, a particular feature representation will represent the semantic concept of the query video.

5. PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

With lack of satisfaction from textual based video retrieval, the idea of content based video retrieval has been the attention for researchers since long time. In the beginning of content based video retrieval, they tried to retrieve videos using an image. However, video retrieval using query by image is not successful as it cannot represent a video. A video is a sequence of images and audio. A query video provides rich content information than that provided by a query image. Finding the relevant video by sequentially comparing the low level visual features of key frames of the query video with those of key frames of videos in database provide long pending solution to yield better result[9] of video retrieval. Finding similarity measure requires key frames matching and hence computing key frame features including color histogram, texture and edge features, etc. to calculate distance parameter. These huge computations cause long response time to the users and thus, the problem of high computation cost in computing visual features of videos is persistent. Apart from this, considerations for motion features, temporal, sequence and duration of shots in a video pose a challenge for the research area[6]. The structural and content attributes obtained through content analysis, segmentation, video parsing, abstraction processes and the attributes entered manually are referred to as metadata. Video is indexed on a table using the metadata using clustering process that categorizes video clips or shots. Clustering process categorizes video clips or shots using metadata to form an index table of videos into different visual categories.
Researchers have developed various tools and schemes to index, enquire, browse, search and retrieve videos from large databases but effective and robust tools are still lacking to test with large databases [9]. Due to these limitations [6], [9] a majority of video searches and retrievals still relies on keyword or text attributions.

6. CONCLUSION
It can be concluded from discussions in the previous sections that using a complete video shot yields better result than that using a key frame representing a shot whereas, system using a query clip is superior than that using a single shot instead. Search based on textual information of the video can also be used in CBVR systems. Query by example image is popular for content based image retrieval. Extending this approach for video retrieval has a limitation that motion information of the video is not exploited but only visual information is used. Textual query becomes an option for video retrieval as it provides more natural interface but the result obtained is very poor. An integrated video retrieval system in which video components are represented by more visual features, color and motion features are integrated to fully exploit the spatio-temporal information contained in a video and hence show better results. Automatic retrieval systems should be the focus and it requires more attention from researchers for improved retrieval results. A trend to reduce computational cost is needed to project commercialized systems for video indexing, classification and retrieval to facilitate the availability of low cost, fast and efficient CBVR systems. Capability of these systems can be magnified by reaching huge video databases that exist and are accessible on the web. The accessible databases should empower the users with options to accurately select the desired videos only while filtering out the relevant but undesired as well as irrelevant videos so that valuable, moral, ethical and informative data becomes accessible efficiently, quickly and at low cost.
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